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The vehiccle exterior paint work mu
ust be maintaained and waashed regularrly to our reccommendatio
ons to
prevent contamination
n build up (ie,, fortnightly/m
monthly/ Weekly‐ depend
ding on condittion).
c
is a se
elf cleaning co
oating, and helps makes cleaning
c
the car
c very easy. Minimal pro
oducts
Ceramic coating
and effortt is required. All that is req
quired is care!

Why th
he need forr regular maintenanc
m
ce after coaating?
Spending a few thousaand ringgit an
nd expecting to never havve to pay atteention to you
ur car ever aggain is
t the lazy sid
de of us.
simply unrealistic and oftentimes used as a markketing gimmicck to appeal to
d
driver, it is an inescapable
If your car is utilized on a regular baasis, and espeecially if it beecomes your daily
fact that the vehicle will
w be left exxposed to weear and tear and accidental damage on
o the road. After
ou’ll start to discover
d
unsigghtly stuff likke road tar, brrake dust parrticles, bug sttains, water marks,
m
awhile, yo
spider weeb swirls and accidental
a
din
ngs or scratch
hes on your once
o
pristine looking
l
vehicle.
Even thou
ugh most coaatings come with
w their ow
wn product warranty,
w
occaasional afterccare depending on
your perssonal preferen
nce, weekly care
c
habits an
nd driving and parking praactices is necessary if you want
your car lo
ooking flawle
ess and free frrom ugly blem
mishes over an
a extended period
p
of timee.
The coating creates a sacrificial layyer that makees your car leess susceptib
ble to perman
nent damage from
these con
ntaminants, but it’s not a 100%
1
foolproo
of guarantee against all im
mperfections.

POST APPLICATION MAINTENANCE
DO NOT WASH THE CAR FOR 07 DAYS AFTER APPLICATION
Do not be concerned about dust or soiling during this period. Do not wipe the car with dust on it. Use
compressed air or a an air blower to remove dust.
In case of Bird Droppings, Paint Over spray, Tree Sap or any other environmental fallout, Use Water and
wipe off gently & tap dry or bring the vehicle to your nearest application center for correction.
Do not cover the vehicle with a top cover as it may cause scratches.
It is recommended to try and minimize vehicle usage within this period.

ROUTINE MAINTENANCE
The idea of safely washing your car is to follow a process that minimizes the marring damage caused
while at the same time ensuring you remove any built up dirt and grime or other loose surface
contaminants from all surfaces. This is not just limited to paintwork but also includes trim, windows and
other areas.
When carrying out the wash process the overriding goal is not to create further swirl marks within your
paintwork. Therefore, if something is going to touch the paint it must be soft and clean and used gently
Recommended Products;
SHAMPOO
A good car shampoo has two key characteristics; pH balanced and high lubricity. A pH balanced
shampoo is important as it doesn’t strip paint protection you may have in place such as wax. A high
lubricity shampoo is important in safe washing as a slippery surface allows dirt and grime to be easily
lifted off.
A Ph neutral shampoo with no harsh cemicals and waxes is Highly recommended
Harsh shampoo might reduce/ diminish the hydeophibocity poperty of the ceramic.
Do not use Heavy Degreasers, chemical cleaners, Household detergents (surf), Soap Bars, as they may
risk damage the coating and hydrophobicity.
Recommended to wash your car with a pressure washer using form bottle.

Use high quality wash mitts and using two‐bucket wash method.
Clean the surface in Straight lines hand movement and not circular to eliminate any swirls and scratches
development.
PRESSURE WASHER & FOAMING GUN
A small residential type Pressure Washer with a foaming Gun for easy dispensing and foaming of Car
Wash Shampoo is recommended.

TWO BUCKET WASH
If in case you do not have or wish to purchase a pressure washer use a TWO BUCKET WASH SYSTEM &
invest in a GRIT GUARD. Here one bucket contains your car wash shampoo and the other bucket is filled
with clean water. Using this method you wash one panel at a time using your wash mitt, starting with
the roof. After the panel has been washed rather than dip the mitt back into the wash bucket you first
rinse the mitt in the clean water bucket rubbing it against your grit guard to remove any heavy dirt. The
process is then repeated.

AIR BLOWER
(RECOMMENDED) invest in an air blower to get rid of excess water from nooks, grilles, door jambs and
other hard to reach areas. Also very useful in blowing of dust from the vehicle prior to cleaning.

LAMBS WOOL DUSTER
An expensive yet wise investment. Ideal to use for cleaning dust from your vehicle without having to use
a micro fiber towel and risking swirls and streaking.

CLEANING CLOTHS to have
WASHING MITS
MICRO FIBRE DRYING TOWELS
MICRO FIBRE WATER MAGNET WAFFLE TOWELS
MICRO FIBRE PLUSH TOWELS
MICRO FIBRE FINISHING CLOTH

DO NOT WASH THE CAR; IN DIRECT SUNLIGHT, WHEN RETURNING FROM A TRIP IN THE SUN OR WHEN
THE ENGINE HOOD IS HOT. IT MAY CAUSE WATERSPOTS WHEN WASHING THE CAR

WATER
Do not to use Hard (heavy in mineral content) Tap or Salty (Tanker) Water to wash your car. It may case
water spots and other long term damage.
Use R.O. / De‐ionized / Distilled Water. An easy source of distilled water is the runoff from an air
conditioner. You can easily collect this buy using the drain pipe of the AC unit to drip into a large water
Dispenser Bottle.

METHOD
Use a pressure washer (or a hose) to thoroughly rinse the car and wash of all mud and other
contaminants from the vehicle.
Use the Foam gun attachment to shampoo the vehicle and use the Wash mitt to lightly scrub the vehicle
thoroughly. In case of non‐availability of a foaming gun, use a two bucket system and grit guard to
shampoo the vehicle.
Wash the cars body with your wash mitt starting from the roof and working your way down from the
windscreen, boot, bonnet, doors and side panels. Remember to clean your wash mitt in the clean water
bucket before re‐soaking with shampoo and continuing to wash the surface Let the shampoo soak in for
a few minutes then hose it down with the pressure washer or hose. Ensure complete removal of
shampoo from all areas of the car.
Use the air blower to blow out water from all tight and hard to reach spots. You may also use it to run
off any water beading from all over the car. Then use a varying combination of micro fiber drying towels
& cloths in stages to wipe dry the entire vehicle.
Always ensure there is no dust on the vehicle when wiping dry, it may cause swirls and scratches. Always
use minimal pressure and do not wipe in circles. The ceramic coating on your vehicle takes care of most
of the cleaning for you, so be gentle. Most importantly, take your time and do not rush the job.
Do not leave a wet car dry on its own or walk away to have a smoke or take care of some chore. Doing
so may cause water spots and dust to settle.
The Ceramic coating does not require any waxes or detailer sprays to be applied.

ANNUAL INSPECTION
1. Annual Inspections must be carried out, within 30 days before or after the anniversary (12‐months)
date of the last service to maintain the warranty (warranty could void if timelines not followed).
2. Failure to undertake an annual inspection within the required period will change the period of cover
from the date of the last service to 12 months and Maintenance as lapsed.
3. A fee will be charged for the Annual Inspection is not opted initially which includes – Exterior Wash,
Decontamination, Inspection & Application.
4. Warranty of ceramic coating is applicable only if maintenance is availed as mentioned above.

INTERIOR CARE
Interior surfaces (fabric, leather, plastic, vinyl) treated with ceramic products repel liquids and minimize
the chance of staining & smudging. Treated surfaces require minimal maintenance.
Regular high pressure air cleaning and vacuuming will help keep the interior of the car clean and free
from dirt and soiling.
Regularly use a micro fiber cloth (slight damp) to wipe of all treated surfaces treated.
Use any interior fabric cleaner or light APC (All‐purpose cleaner) or with a micro fiber cloth (damp) to
wipe of all surfaces treated with Ceramic coating fiber.
Use any light APC or leather cleaner with a micro fiber cloth (damp) to wipe of all surfaces treated with
Ceramic coating Leather.
Use any light APC with a micro fiber cloth (damp) to wipe of all surfaces treated with Ceramic coating
Plastic.
In case of heavy soiling or stains please visit us for professional stain removal treatment (fee‐
chargeable).

